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Out!Now!on!Grand!Jury!!

!
Don’t!bother!asking!Twin!Peaks!about!the!deeper!meaning!of!their!band!name.!They!simply!thought!it!
sounded!cool,!which!explains!why!their!second!album!Wild%Onion!(out!August!5th!on!The!Grand!Jury)!isn’t!
as!spooky!or!surreal!as!David!Lynch’s!shortFlived!TV!show.!It’s!more!like!a!modern!day!Nuggets,!with!Ty!
Segall,!Black!Lips!and!Thee!Oh!Sees!curating!instead!of!Lenny!Kaye.!Not!literally,!of!course.!But!the!spirit!of!
those!garage!demigods!is!alive!and!well!alongside!subtle!nods!to!everything!from!the!Pixies!and!Tame!
Impala!to!the!godfathers!of!guitarFguided!pop!music,!the!Beatles,!the!Rolling!Stones!and!the!Beach!Boys.!
!!
If!combining!the!influence!of!so!many!classic!artists!seems!like!a!lofty!goal!for!a!group!of!20!year!olds,!just!
remember!that!Twin!Peaks’!core!quartet—frontman!Cadien!Lake!James,!guitarist!Clay!Frankel,!bassist!Jack!
Dolan!and!drummer!Connor!Brodner—has!roots!that!reach!back!to!elementary!school.!And!while!their!
friendships!were!forged!long!ago,!James!also!learned!the!ins!and!outs!of!the!local!Chicago!scene!with!his!
last!project:!Teenage!Dream,!a!minimalFyetFmean!duo!with!his!older!brother!Hal.!
!!
“We!played!our!first!show!when!I!was!a!freshman,”!says!Cadien,!“and!of!the!three!people!who!came!out,!
one!was!Alex!White!of!White!Mystery.!She!loved!it.!Alex!has!taught!me!a!lot!about!being!business!smart!
and!taking!things!slow,!about!being!grateful!and!expressing!thanks!where!due,!and!about!being!a!gracious!
musician.!!The!generosity!of!all!the!bands!in!the!scene!out!here!is!pretty!amazing.”!
!!
The!only!problem?!Hal!was!asked!to!join!the!Smith!Westerns,!and!since!Cadien!didn’t!want!to!go!the!solo!
route,!he!found!the!perfect!outlet!in!Twin!Peaks.!Having!quickly!cut!their!debut!LP,!2013’s!Sunken,!so!they!
could!sell!it!on!tour,!the!band!was!excited!to!spend!more!time!developingWild%Onion,!a!record!that!
reveals!a!level!of!maturity!beyond!all!the!ampFsingeing!solos,!ragtag!rhythms!and!dizzying!voices!of!three!
distinct!singerFsongwriters.!Unlike!acts!who!let!their!egos!get!in!the!way,!Cadien,!Clay!and!Jack!share!the!
spotlight!and!play!to!one!another’s!strengths!as!Connor!keeps!things!moving!with!a!steady!beat.!
!!
So!while!it’s!hard!to!tell!who’s!screaming!what!sometimes,!the!album’s!overall!vibe!couldn’t!be!more!
cohesive,!whether!it’s!expressed!through!sunFkissed!psych!(“Mirror!of!Time,”!“Strange!World”),!crowdF
riling!choruses!(“Making!Breakfast,”!“Good!Lovin'”)!or!hooks!that!take!just!seconds!to!sink!in!(“Flavor,”!“I!
Found!a!New!Way,”!“Strawberry!Smoothie”).!Step!back!for!a!minute!and!you’ll!also!notice!that!everyone’s!
facing!the!cold,!hard!realities!of!life!headFon,!whether!it’s!relationships,!the!death!of!a!family!member,!or!
getting!used!to!the!fact!that!threeFfourths!of!the!band!(Cadien,!Jack!and!Connor)!left!a!school!they!loved!
(Evergreen!State!College)!to!pursue!the!crushed!barriers,!rushed!stages!and!tireless!recording!sessions!of!
Twin!Peaks!full!time.!
!!
“The!album!deals!with!a!lot!of!insecurities!that!arise!when!you’re!growing!up,”!explains!Cadien,!“It’s!about!
adopting!them!and!being!vulnerable!to!let!out!the!tunes.!It!ain’t!ideal,!but!it’s!sublime.”!
!!
Or!as!Jack!adds!when!asked!about!a!song!he!wrote!(the!rise!above!anthem!“Fade!Away”),!“It’s!about!
looking!at!life!and!smashing!it!in!the!face!until!you!break!your!hand.!I!hope!you!play!this!during!your!most!
epic!of!battles!on!this!world.”!
!
For!more!information,!please!contact:!!
Jacob!Daneman!|!Pitch!Perfect!PR!–!Jacob@pitchperfectpr.com,!773F271F6844!
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It is clear that Twin Peaks 
find any question con-
cerning their handle a 

major annoyance. OK, there was 
that cult classic TV show, and yes, 
there’s a lot of hoopla around its 
revival. However, the band insists 
that they were never die-hard 
devotees. They merely liked the 

“We met on Twitter, 
which is so fucking 
stupid,” Butch Walker 

recounts of his initial contact 
with current pal, producer and 
tourmate Ryan Adams. “‘Lucky 
Now’ had just come out as a 
single [in 2011], and I randomly 
tweeted, ‘Fuck you for writing 
that song.’ I meant it as the 
highest compliment because  
it’s that good.”

In this age of digital 
immediacy, Adams was quick to 
respond and a relationship was 
born. Flash-forward to the 
present day and the Georgia-
based singer-songwriter is armed 
with a new Adams-produced LP, 
Afraid Of Ghosts, along with a 
slew of tour dates opening for 
his new musical muse. 

While Walker is ecstatic 
about his new project, the origin 
of the record stems from an 
insurmountable loss: Big Butch, 
Walker’s father, passed away in 
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name. Press them further and 
they’ll likely go mum, hoping to 
focus instead on their recently 
released sophomore album and 
their trajectory in general. 

For good reason, too. Wild 
Onion, released last August, 
represents a major shift in stance 
from Sunken, 2013’s ragtag debut. 

2013. The younger Walker 
describes his dad as a “very 
hardworking, blue-collar, 
stubborn, small-town boy.” 
Big Butch’s health rapidly 
declined over his last few 
years, leading Walker to 
emote privately during the 
process and shaping what 
would become the lyrics  
to his seventh album. 

“I really had a lot of 
things I wanted to say,” 
Walker recalls. “A lot of 
[the lyrics] describe the feeling 
of having to move on and look 
death in the eye.”

Shortly after Big Butch’s 
passing, the Adams connection 
came to fruition when the two 
found themselves staying in the 
same New York City hotel. “I 
told him about some new songs 
and he said, ‘Let’s listen to some 
of them.’ I played them all and  
he immediately began thrashing 
into the songs—ingesting, 

Twin Peaks  
Enjoying the Climb

Whereas Sunken was recorded 
hurriedly to give them something 
to sell on tour, its follow-up 
shows marked advances in both 
ambition and intent. 

“After touring for close to a 
year with Sunken, we were a 
much tighter band in the studio,” 
singer Cadien Lake James 
observes. “I believe we’re at an 
age where we’ll be developing a 
lot creatively over the next few 
years, so each time we begin  
work on a new project, it feels 
like there’s more depth. We’re 
already at a different point now 
than when we recorded Wild 
Onion.”

Given that the band members— 
James, guitarist Clay Frankel, 
bassist Jack Dolan and drummer 
Connor Brodner—have barely 
broached their 20s, that optimism 
seems well founded. These 
Chicago homeboys bring a wealth 
of influences to their collective 
sound. 

“Dope grooves, good grub, 
cold beer, kind bud,” James says, 
citing some of their inspirations. 

commenting and critiquing. I 
loved that.”

The duo holed up in the 
guitarist’s PAX-AM studio for 
four days alongside the likes of 
Johnny Depp (who delivers a 
heart-wrenching solo on one of 
the album’s strongest tracks, 
“Bed On Fire”) and Hüsker Dü’s 
Bob Mould, who unearthed a 
shared connection with Walker. 
“He stopped by and heard us 
working on ‘Father’s Day’ and 

“We listen to a lot of music. We 
share an affinity for ‘60s and ‘70s 
psych-rock but it certainly doesn’t 
end there.”

That’s more than apparent. 
Their brash, effusive sound spans 
a variety of musical touchstones—
from impetuous punk to 
sumptuous pop, the restive to  
the festive. Hints of The Under-
tones, 10cc and The Velvet 
Underground mesh in the mix, 
making any blanket description 
all but impossible.

“The majority of our shows 
are so rad with receptive 
audiences,” James effuses.  
“All the travel we’ve done and 
amazing shows we’ve played  
have been huge highlights. Still, 
the best part is when we set aside 
time to create art in the medium 
we love.”

Consequently, further plans  
to record are already in play. 
“We’re always working on new 
tunes, and we’ve got some schemes 
in mind for the next record,” 
James hints. “More experiments, 
more tape.” Lee Zimmerman  

said, ‘Is this song about your dad?’”   
When Walker explained that 

they were recording on the one-
year anniversary of his father’s 
death, Mould revealed that it was 
also the two-year anniversary  
of his own father’s passing that 
week. “He said, ‘I would love to 
play on this song.’ He sang these 
gut-wrenching background 
harmonies [on ‘Father’s Day’]  
in the chorus. When I hear them, 
I can’t not cry.” Rob Slater 
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Butch Walker  
Ghost Stories 










